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Athletic Cut Improves
ASSU Financial Status
By

EMMETT LANE

The ASSU financial picture is considerably brighter today. The
ASSU will receive approximately $44,000 rather than the $37,000
expected earlier.
Added to this is the fact that if expenditures are made from
the ASSU contingency fund, which contains over $9,000, the University will replenish the funds.
The added amount available was made possible by a decision
by the athletic department to trim $5,000 from its original request
of $42,000, according to Mr. Eddie O'Brien, athletic director. Thus
the athletic department will receive $37,000 out of the nearly $81,000 from student fees which is turned over to the ASSU.
THE ASSU receives $10.50 per quarter from each student who
pays the full $27 fee. An exact figure on how much of the total
the students will receive is impossible to determine at the present
time, according to Mr. Tom Cossette, S.U. treasurer, the number
of refunds in the first part of the quarter will change this total.
The figure must also be based on enrollment for three quarters.
The decision on replenishing the contingency fund was made
Monday in a meeting of students with the Very Rev. John A."Fitterer, S.J., S.U. president.

DEADLINE NEARS: Leadership Workshop committee chairmen, Tom Hamilton
and Pat Bradley,check applications submitted by, from left: Jennifer Palmer,

ACCORDING to Brent Vaughters, ASSU treasurer, the finanMarianne Fattorini and Kathy Donahue, cial board will continue its deliberations using the $44,000 as a
Deadline for applications is 4 p.m. Friday basis. He said no decision has been made on the amount of the
contingency fund which will be used. When asked about the bill of
at the ASSU office,
-Spectator Photo by Dennis Williams

(Continued on page 2)

Enrollment Drops13.5%
After Tuition Increase SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
By LARRY

CRUMET

rollment is 3,610 compared to

last year's record high enroll"S.U. is concerned, but not ment of 4,174, according to
panic-stricken" by a 13.5 per final registration statistics recent fall quarter decrease in en- leased by Mary Alice Lee, Unirollment following a 40 per cent
increase in tuition, according to
the Very Rev. John Fitterer,
S.J., president of S.UThe University's 1966 fall en-

Spectator

versity registrar.

"THE TUITION increase
seemed to have some impact,
but we can't attribute the de-
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'To Take a Trip Topic Planned;
'LSD' Scheduled for Discussion

crease to any single factor,"
said Miss Lee.
"You can't argue with the figures," said Fr. Fitterer.Hegave
four reasons for the decrease,
Carl Brownsburger, assistant
By KERRY WEBSTER
Msgr. John Dugan, principal which he termed "temporary":
professor of psychology at the
will
the
for
topic
"LSD"
be
of John F. Kennedy Memorial The 40 per cent increase in tui- the first in a series of discus- U.W. and head of the Psychotic
High School, will deliver the tion, the increasing numbers of sions on contemporary subjects Consultation Center there. Other
sermon at the Mass of the Holy junior colleges competing for sponsored by the Christian Ac- panelists are Dr. Gordon Bergy
Spirit this morning at 10:30 a.m. students, the attraction of the tivities Program
at 7:30 p.m. of the U.W.s Faculty Commitjob market created by labor
in St. James Cathedral.
in the Chieftain tee on Dangerous Drugs and
shortages in Seattle and the Viet Thursday
head of the U.W. Student Health
ORIGINALLY the Most Rev. Nam conflict drawing boys into lounge.
Service, and Fr. James Royce,
Thomas A. Connolly, archbishop the military services.
THE HALLUCINOGENIC S. J., associate dean of the Colof Seattle, was scheduled to
will
said
that
S.U.
Fr. Fitterer
drug will be discussed by Dr. lege of Arts and Science at
give the sermon. But due to an
actively searching for 500 adS.U.
urgent trip to New York, he was be
ditional students next year.
unable to fulfill his earlier plans.
CAP describes these UniverBishop Thomas Gill of Seattle
sity
Family Action Committee
Dismissed
is
Classes
"THE COST of education
will preside at the Mass.
discussions
as "promoting
mighty
imporgetting to be a
Seniors and faculty memthought and discussion on topics
particihave
to
expected
areas.
To
tant
in
all
bers
are
faculty
may
factor
STUDENTS AND
relevant to the present genpate in the Mass of the Holy
pick up their cap and gowns in the type of education with chaleration and to their personal
Spirit
at 10:30 a.m. Wednesthe lobby of Pigott Auditorium lenge and excitement costs moncommitment and that
Christian
day. Classes will be, dismisbetween 8:30-10:30 a.m. and ey," he said.
of the University."
will
rein
enrollment
by
1:30
The
sed
at
9:40
a.m.
and
p.m.
reduction
must return them
affect the
Tom Hamilton, president of
sume at 1 p.m.
Seniors dressed in academic "will not substantially
CAP, said all of the LSD panel
proMorton, S.J.
building
the
W.
planning
or
Edmund
at
10
a.m.
attire will assemble
members are eminently qualiAcademic Vice-president
along Marion Street between gram for the University," he
fied to discuss the drug. Dr. Among them are "Academic
said.
Ninth and Terry avenues.
Gordon Bergy has had particu- Freedom, "Black Po w e r,"
larly close contact with the "Legalized Abortion" and
effects of LSD, both as a mem- "Johnson'sPolicy in VietNam."
Officers' Report:
ber of the UW. Faculty Com- At all of the discussions, a
mittee on Dangerous Drugs and panel of experts will give their
as an informal counselor to stu- opinions, after which the audidents who have become in- ence will be free to challenge
volved with the use of hallu- them or ask questions.
"UFA discussion are a service
cinogens.
business
startreports
and new
Officers
to the University and the purstudent
senate
rolling
for
ed the ball
THE CAP PLANS eight other pose of attending them is to
meetings 1966-67.
highly controversial discussions learn. That's why I'm going,
during the coming weeks. anyway," said Hamilton.
Bills were introduced to approve Ann Curran
as election board coordinator; Terry Barber,
Gomez Browder and Kristi Everett as homecoming general, financial and secretarial chairman respectively. Senate approval will be given
at the next senate meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday,
Oct. 16 in the Chieftain conference room.

Msgr. Dugan
Delivers Sermon

Student Senators Set Ball Rolling

ASSU TREASURER Brent Vaughters reported the student activity fund was only $37,000
while $65,000 has been requested. Sen. Havens
inquired if a cut in the Spectator allotment would
mean the paper wouldbe published once a week.
Vaughters said that it was a possibility.
Gary Meisenburg, ASSU president, suggested
the senators set up senate hearing committees
in order to receive student response. During
the summer Meisenburgappropriated funds from
his executive fund to send Joe Gaffney to a
national student body associationconference.
Meisenburg said he felt the ASSU would be
able to meet all their financial commitments.
He further expects the budget to be ready for the
next senate meeting.
GROUPS OF four senators will be assigned
to work with the executive officers.

Three Book Categories
Unavailable to Students

ANN CURRAN

Paul Bader, ASSU first vice president, said
students applying for the vacant senate seats
must do so by 3 p.m. today. Applicants, who
will be interviewed by Meisenburg and Bader,
must have a 25 g.p.a. and present their transcripts.
ASSU office hours are 1-4:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday.

Only three categories of books
are unavailable for students'use
according to Mr. Robert Cross,
head librarian. The three are
the reference section, which
were shelved along the library
walls, the zero to 100-numbered
books and bibliography books.
The books were selected to be
packed first because they receive the least amount of use
by the majority of students. The
shelf space was needed to organize material to be moved.
When the books were boxed at
the end of summer quarter, it
was thought the new A. A.

Lemieux Library would be open
by the first of October.

A FLOOR-BY-FLOOR move
the new library was planned,
but now the move will begin as
soon as the building is ready.
It was impossible to move as
first planned, said Mr. Cross,
because the floors were not
ready for the stack erection.
The last of the stacks have been
sent from New York and should
arrive by October 10.
The reserve books, reference
desk, card catalogue and the
to

(Continued on page 2)

Work Overseas?

Foreign Service Exams Available

Applicationblanks and sample with the actual test date Dec. 3. interested in foreign service catest question booklets for the The competitive written exami- reers normally emphasize such
Foreign Service Career exami- nation will require one full day. subjects as economics, political
nation can be obtained from Those scoring highest will be science, history, administration,
the Placement Office in the selected to appear for an oral foreign commerce, language
Bookstore.
examination.
and area studies and journalCandidates whose applications ism.
DEADLINE FOR submission are accepted will be notified
of the application is Oct. 22 approximately two weeks prior
STUDENTS MAJORING in
to the examination.
other subject fields such as law,
Applicants must be at least the natural sciences and the hu21 and under 31 years of age as manities are not excluded and
of Dec. 3 and must have suc- have been successful candidates
cessfully completed their junior in the past.
(Continued from page 1)
year of college. The examinaStudents who are interestedin
to both men and the foreign service should conlast year, which set a maximum tion is open
women students.
tact the Placement Office as
and minimum on the continFacilityin written and spoken soon as possible to secure necesgency fund, Vaughters said he English is essential. Students sary forms and booklets.
didn't know what the minimum

Budget Picture
Seems Brighter

was.
The suggestion to use the contingency fund was made after
it was determinedthat the University couldn't supply any additional funds at the present time,
according to Fr. Frank Costello,
S.J., executive vice president.
Gary Meisenburg, ASSU president, met with Fr. Costello
earlier to discuss the problem.
Among the proposals made by
Meisenburg was one to raise the
general fees to $30 per quarter
with the ASSU receiving the additional money. This and other
suggestions proved unfeasiable
this year.

Art Professor Displays Sculpture
Sculpture work by Mr. Marvin display from no o n— s p.m.
through Sunday and from 7:309:30
p.m. on Thursday and Frithe fall art displayof the Collec- day evenings
at the Crossroads
tor's Gallery.
The works of Mr. Herard, in Bellevue at 156th Avenue
paintings by FredKline' andseri- Northeast and Northeast Eighth
graphs of Ivars Hirss will be on Street.

Herard, assistant professor of
art at S.U., are being shown in

administration
some changes for next year. He
will work to see that the students receive "a larger propor-

tion of the fees." He said he
would like a 50-50 split with the
University and if it needs the
additional money, then it should
raise the fees possibly to $30
per quarter with each receiving
$15.

Swingline

PuzZLeMENTs

[1] Divide30 by l/i
and add 10.
What is the
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Both Libraries Open
During Moving Period

in operation until the switch is
completed. Students may call
offices will be moved first. This the libraiy if they don't know
move should be completed with- the location of certain books.
in a few hours, according to Mr.
The card catalogue will be in
Cross. Students, therefore, will
the
new library. It will list
have full use of the reserve and
books
reference section immediately. being in the new library, those
movedand those yet to be
The moving of the stacks will moved.
begin with books numbered 100
through 300. These books will
BOTH LIBRARIES will rebe on the third floor of the new main open
until all books are
library. Both libraries will be moved. Library hours
will be
basically the same. However,
the new library will open at 7:30
a.m. A general reading room,
La Cugna Teaches
located on the first floor of the
Parliamentary Law
new library, might remain open
Three two-hour series of par- until 11 p.m., said Mr. Cross.
liamentary procedure courses
If
staff quota is filled,
beganyesterday in the Chieftain A. A.the
Lemieux Library may exconference room.
tend hours to meet student and
Dr. Charles S. LaCugna of the faculty demands.
political science department is
The new library will have a
the instructor.
general reading room, audiThe AWS is sponsoring the torium which seats 108, seminar
series. The 6-hour course is still study rooms, carrels for indiopen. Interested coeds should vidual study, typing areas,
contact Liz Lyons at EA 5-6272 lounges, reading rooms, studyor Katie Bangasser at MU 2- smoking areas and rare book
5700.
rooms.
(Continued from page 1)
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Art student keeps getting the brush-off.
%

DEAR REB:

I'm a regular Renoir on the canvas, but on campus I just don't seem
to make the scene. There was one campuscutie that used to admire my
paintings, but now she's too busy admiring some guy's new Dodge
Dart. She says riding in this guy's Dart is like art; every time theygo out,
they draw a crowd. What can I do? I just have to see this girl again.
It's not that I'm in love with her, Ihaven't finished her portrait yet.
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COLOR ME BLUE

DEAR COLOR ME BLUE.
Make your next sitting at your Dodge Dealer's. After you find out how
easy it is to own a Dart, you'll be out painting the town. And don't
worry about finishing the portrait. With Dart, you'll find you have
,
jM
models to choose from. Get the picture?
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(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk

No bigger than a pack of gum— but packs
the punch of a big deal! Refills available
everywhere. Unconditionally guaranteed.
Mbde in U.S.A. Get it at any stationery,
variety, book store!

--^Hsi+upc+n*2inc.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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Here's the picture that's worth a thousand ah's. '67 Dodge Dart GT. Dart gives you more
show and go than ever before, and it still has that nice low price. Plus a long list of standard
equipment. Like padded instrument panel, padded sun visors, outside rearview mirror,
carpeting and so much more.
DODGE DIVISION S9 CHRYSLER
YjtS MOTORS CORPORATION
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Gary Buckley Chosen
To Edit Journeyman

New Position Filled:

Hedlund To Direct Internal Costs
The newly-createdposition of property management and inbusiness manager of S.U. has surance, until his retirement in
been filled by Donald Hedlund, 1952, Hedlund taught real estate
former director of planning and and real estate investments at
assistant to the president for S.U. from 1954 to 1957.
He earned a bachelor's degree
planning.
In announcing Hedlund's ap- in commercial science in 1959
pointment, the Very Rev. John at S.U. and a master of busiFitterer, S.J., president of S.U, ness administration from the
said that Hedlund will manage University of California at Berkthe internal financial business of eley in 1960 and remained there
the University.
until 1962 for post-graduatestudies in urban land economics.
THIS WILL INCLUDE prop-

erty acquisition,plant and property management, personnel administration, purchasing, inventory control, financial aid,
bookstore operation, campus
post office, duplicating center,

budget preparation and cost

controls.

President of Carroll, Hedlund
and Associates, Inc., a firm
dealing in mortgage banking,

Gary Buckley, 1966-67 Journeyman Editor

Gary Buckley has been appointed editor of The Journeyman by Emmett Lane, Specta-

tended to cover a variety of subjects.
Students and faculty are encouraged to write articles.
tor editor.
Buckley, a political science Those interested in writing
major from Portland, said the should contact Buckley or leave
format of the supplement would their name with Lane at the
be changed slightly. The orig- Spectator Building.
Definite publication dates
inal purpose will be retained,
have not been established yet.
however.
The Journeyman was estab- It is expected that there will be
lished in 1963 for articles whose at least two issues per quarter if
length exceeds limits of regular it is financially possible,accordSpectator articles. It was in- ing to Lane.

`That Rag-Tag Thing':

Page Three

THE SPECTATOR

Returning to S.U. in 1962, he
taught economics and urban
land economics.
In 1963, Hedlund and his wife
spent a year in Korea doing
volunteer work at the Korean
Catholic Orphanage.

Bankers Association of America
and at the Universities of Washington and Georgia for the Am-

erican Savings and Loan Institute School for Executive Development.
In his announcement of the
appointment, Fr. Fitterer said,
"The University will be greatly
benefited by Mr. Hedlund's experience and research regarding financial matters and overall planning."

Head
Announced

U Day

HEDLUND ALSO has been
active in executive training programs, teaching at Stanford
University for the Mortgage

Faculty Works Given
Okay for Publication

Four S.U. faculty members
have received publication acceptance for recent work.
Dr. Anita Yourglich, head of
the sociology department, has
accepted the offer of the Pageant Press to publish her manuscript entitled "Socialization:
A Sociological Theory with
Readings."

Sibling Systems Measurement
Device" also has been accepted
for publication by "Family Life
Coordinator," the official journal of the western division of
the National Council of Family

Relations.

Another S. U. faculty member whose work is scheduled
for publication is Dr. Gerard
Rutan, of the political science
DR. YOURGLICH's research department, who has had an
808 BASTACH
article entitled "Constructing a article acceptedby the "Review
of Politics." The article is enUniversity Day, an annual
titled "The Labor Party in Ul- event sponsored by the ASSU,
ster: Oppositionby Cartel."
is scheduled April 23 in conHe has also done a review of junction with Parents' Week.
a work by R.J. Lawrence, "The The event acquaints WashingGovernment of Northern Ire- ton state high school students,
land" (Oxford Univ. Press 1966)
their parents and friends with
for the "American Political Sci- the various aspects of campus
The election code committee ence Review."
life at S.U.
has toyed with the idea of perBob Bastach, a drama major
manent plastic student body
MR. CHARLES HARMON of
cards that would be validated the history department had an and junior senator,is this year's
by machine, but, said Taylor, article accepted for the "Dic- chairman. Bastach said he
discovery of the fact that the tionary of Practical Theology," hopes to have club displays
machines would cost in the area published by Baker Book House. along with the open classes.
of $300 apiece left that idea "up
Mr. Harry Majors, Jr., head "We will focus University Day
in the air."
of S.U.s mechanical engineer- on high school juniors, as most
ing department, spent the sum- seniors have already decided
HE SAID that the winterquar- mer preparing the final report upon which university they will
attend," Bastach said.
ter elections have been set as a on the U.S. Army research contentative goal for the new sys- tract titled "Thermal Fatigue
Assistants this year will be
tem, but the squabbles over Damage under a Two-Strain Kathy O'Rourke, a senior, and
grade point requirements, cam- Block History."
Leo Hindry, a sophomore.
paign dollar limits and assignments of town students to precincts may delay passage of the
election measure.
"These elections should be a
lesson in citizenship," said Taylor. "We are getting only 40
per cent of the eligible voters
with the old system. We hope
that the new election code will
restore some measure of interest in student body elections."

New Election Code Under Study

"We have to assemble a co- "meaningfulness" to S.U.s stuherent election code to finally dent-body elections.
replace that rag-tag thing we
have had all these years."
THERE ARE many vague and
Senior Senator Chuck Taylor completely uncovered areas in
spoke with feeling as he de- the old code," Taylor said,
scribed the efforts being made "that there have been a numby concerned student leaders, ber of problems with elections."
among them Paul Bader, ASSU
One of the chief incidents last
first vice president, and sopho- year which served to highlight
more Ann Curran to return the problem was the theft of several student body cards. Student
body cards are used in the present system to validate a student
for voting. Voters present their
cards to an election worker who
Gamma Sigma Phi, women's punches and holds them until
service honorary, installed 27 the voters have marked their
new actives Sunday, at the ballots. Then the ballots and
home of their moderator, Mrs. cards are punched together so
that the corresponding holes
D. A. Ridge.
be matched if the ballot is
The new Gammas are Louella may
Ahakuelo, Sheila Allison, Pa- challenged.
tricia Auld, Tess Ehlinger, Pam
Fallen, Kay Franta and Patty
VOTERS WOULD pre-register
Grill. Kathy Hartnagel, Linda in precincts, perhaps designated
Hem, Jean Hitland, Phyllis dorms or floors, and would be
Johnson, Kass Kernan, Martha eligibleto vote only in their preKnoeber, Susan Lampshire and cincts, much as in a municipal
election. They would present
Linda Linsler.
Carol Mukasa, Betty Pugh, themselves, on election day, at
Cherryl Reid, Mary Ross, Julie their precinct polling place
Saltarelli, Judy Skiba, Marva where a precinct worker would
Stanley, Cherie Trebon, Karen check their names against a list
Wagner, Theresse Wakin, Mar- of registeredvoters. After marklene Wambach and Marilyn ing his ballot, the voter would
sign a precinct book.
Franzi.
The Gamma's office hours
"In this way," the senior senwill be 1-3 p.m., Monday ator said, "election fraud would
through Friday inMcHugh Hall. be almost impossible."

Gammas Install
27 New Members

Two S.U. Journalists Chosen
To Direct Work on CYO News

'66 Homecoming
Chairmen Named

Committee heads for nine
Homecoming committees have
been announced.
Hugh Bangasser and Danica
Lagozzinowillorganize the 196667 Homecoming dance. Special
events chairman is Frank DePinto and the news committee
is headed by Kathy Foley and
Clayton Kirn.
Pat Layman and Nancy Conyers are in charge of the Homecoming game and Barb Teterud
The cast, for "Thieves' Carni- Herr and Kathy Meehan. Other and Carol Jennings are chairval," running Nov. 11-12 and 15- cast members include, Elm Lu- men of the court committee.
19 at Teatro Inigo has been an- cas, Bob Lee, Mike Noble,
Patti Wolny and Mike Koenig
nounced by William Dore, head James Hemmen, Dennis Shine are chairmen of bids, buttons
of S.U.s drama department. and Joann Kinney.
and invitations. Club displays
The production promises to be will be headed by Tom Gibson
The cast for the comedy by
New Editors of CYO Supplement
Jean Anouilh features: Bob In- humorous, romantic and full of and Barb Champoux.The entergells as musician; Neil O'Leary masquerades. It involves two at- tainment committee chairmen
Two S.U. journalism majors a year in the Catholic Northas Nector; Kathleen Murphy as tractive girls, three affectionare Chuck Herdner and Jerry have been named as the editor- west Progress.
Eva, and Larry Blain as Town ate thieves and a country bump- Cunningham. Duane Browning ial staff for the newly-created
"The goal of the 'Dialog' is to
Crier.
kin. The youngest thief, who is is band chairman.
publication, "CYO Dialog."
spread
novel ideas from one
Aylward
Peterbose;
man,
really
John
is
an honest
falls in
Peter Pegnam, a senior from
Kristi Everett, homecoming
Jeff Lucas is Gusrtave, and Cin- love with one of the girls, but secretary, said that Homecom- Wickford, R.1., is the editor.As- parish CYO to other organizary Hart is Juliette.Ladies in the his guilty conscience stands in ing publicity and artwork will sisting him will be Maggie Ken- tions in the archdiocese," PegPark are Sue Rees, Katherine the way of his accepting her be handled by an agency. The nedy, a junior from Portland. nam said. Students interestedin
Scheson, Mary Hartley, Janice love.
theme will be chosen sometime The "CYO Dialog" is a supple- staff positions may contact Pegment that will appear six times nam in Campion Tower, ex.306.
this month.

'Thieves' Cast Selected
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Editorial

A Challenge
S.U. is deeply concerned
with numbers this year,
specifically enrollment statistics and figures preceded
by dollar signs.
The puzzling question of
what will be the effect of
a drop in enrollment of approximately 500 students
weighs heavily on all who
are concerned with plotting
S.U.s future.
BUT THOSE who are
planning their college career are especially concerned.
The full impact of the decrease cannot be measured
yet. We don't know yet how
many students will leave
S.U. in the remaining two
quarters of this year. Will
a substantial decrease in
enrollment interfere with
the growth of the University, as it is now planned?
IF IT IS to grow and increase in excellence, programs aimed at bringing
more students to S.U. must
be steadily improved.

At the same time, however, the student who is already attending S.U. must
not be neglected.Continued
improvement of the Core
Curriculum and the academic opportunities afforded
students must rate high in
the immediate plans of the

University.
It is for this reason that
we hope that Fr. Fitterer
will be able to proceed as
scheduled with his building
programs and other aspects of the Ten YearPlan.
A school cannot raise tuition by $300 and not expect a decrease in enrollment. But the tuition increase is made so that the
quality of education offered can be improved. If this
is done, then the decrease
will only be a temporary
one.
Itis this challenge which
the University accepted
when it decided on the tuition increase. We hope that
the challenge will be met.

Seattle Sounding —

Unusual weekend entertain- all the time sweets which
must be tasted to be believed.
The church, at 2100 Boyer
day and Sunday. St. Demetrios
Greek Orthodox Church invites Ave. E. in the Montlake disthe public to its third annual trict, will be open from 4-10
bazaar. It includes conducted p.m. Friday, 10 a.m.-lO p.m.
ment is coming Friday, Satur-

the Byzantine-style Saturday and from 1-10 p.m.
Sunday. The tours are gratis,
but you will probably want to
bring some money for the pasimports.
The feature most remember- tries.
MUSIC
ed by some who went last year
The Seattle Symphony opens its season
genuine
food:
a
Monday
Tuesday
was the Greek
and
with works by Weber,
and Strauss. On Tuesday, students
Greek dinner in the evening Bruch
may purchase any tickets left just before
and Greek pastries available curtain time, 8:30 p.m., for $2.
tours

of

church, explanation of the art,
displays of novelties, linen and

SEATTLE

—
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"All American" Award, Second Semester, 1965-66 Associated Collegiate Press
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Critic Rolf Stromberg: "Culture is everything."

Stromberg Stresses Fine Arts
As Integral Concept of Mankind
By JOANNE RAPPE
As theater and arts critic
for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Rolf Stromberg
says he gets to write about
literally everything
a
task not at all to his dislik-

—

ing.

Seattle Art Museum offers a string quartet
playing works by Beethoven, Mozart and
Brahms on Sunday, 3 p.m. Complimentary.
The famous Philadelphia String Quartet,
now in residence at the U.W., will play a
program of Haydn, Bartok and Beethoven in
the Student Union Auditorium on Friday, 8:30
p.m. Student admission, 50 cents.
DRAMA
'
Henrik Ibsen's "Hedda Gabler will be
broadcast over KING-FM, 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Tennesse Williams
"Ten Blocks of the
Camino Real" shows Friday on Channel 9
at 9 p.m.
Seattle Repertory Theater series tickets are
available at student prices in the Chieftain.
Students not wishing to purchase series tickets can see the individual plays for $1.50
by purchasing the tickets remaining at the
box office just before curtain time.
Students are invited to try out for the
stage production of "When the Dreamer
Wakes" by Nick DiMartino. General tryouts and sign-ups will be from 10 a.m.-6
p.m. Sunday at St. Georges School auditorium, 5117 13th Aye. S.
FILMS
A series of Italian Neo-realist films begins at the U.W. Oct. 18. Admission is by
season ticket only. Student price, $4.
Today Cinema 21 begins showing "A
Thousand Clowns." Students bringing their
ASSU cards may be admitted forSI.OO.
TELEVISION
Washington Indians as a culture and as
individuals will be discussed on Channel 5
at 4:30 p.m., Sunday.
Explorations in history, art and science,
as seen through the many divisions of The
Smithsonian Institute, the largest museum
complex in the world, will be the feature of
a new Channel 5 series, "The Smithsonian,"
beginning Oct. 15 at 11:30 a.m.

Mr. Stromberg, who is teach- ~ He believes that the Seattle
ing-critical writing this quarter Symphony, which attempts to
at S.U., is a native of Moline, give its audiences an education
111. Drafted soon after he en- ingood music, has been a major
rolled in the Chicago Art Insti- factor in the cultural growth of
tute, he was a bombardier navi- this community.
He believes that the Seattle
gator in the Air Force during
World War 11. He attended the Symphony, which attempts to
University of Tulsa in Oklaho- give its audiences an education
ma where he earned his B.A. in good music, has been a major
in creative writing and the nick- factor in the cultural growth of
name "the Crazy Swede" as this community.
Criticismis itself an art form,
fullback on the football team.
After studying at the Univer- he feels. The critic, as opposed
sity of Stockholm for a year as to the reviewer, goes beyond the
a Scandinavian-American Foun- work of art. He explores it, redation fellow, he returned to vealing its consequences, sigTulsa for a master's degree in nificance, relevance and philoliterature. He worked for the sophical values.
Mr. Stromberg stressed the
New York Times and taught at
the City College of New York need of every individual to know
as much as he possibly can
and the U.W.
about the world in which he
MR. STROMBERG rates his lives. Culture, embracing the
S. U. students as the liveliest world's finest achievements, "is
most alert group he has yet the greatest adventure there
encountered. He is a firm believer in the small school, feeling that dialogue between pupil
and teacher is the most vital
aspect of a student's education.
Ifind it difficult to sympathize
Contact with great works of
art whatever the medium, says with the Senate's budget-trimMr. Stromberg,is a virtual, and ming problems. Any school
the intestinal fortinot merely a substitute, experi- whichtolacks
own up to its enrollment
tude
ence. He likens the study of art problems
and expose the causes
to a priceless opportunity to openly is lucky to have any opergenigreatest
converse with the
ating budget at all.
uses the world has produced.
Perhaps The Spectator could
find it within its province to list
AMERICANS, HE feels, tend the enrollment figures for this
to regard art as merely an year.There may yet be some stuornament. They drag it out dents who are concerned about
economic and educational staonly on special occasions, neg- the
tus of the school in whose trust
lecting to realize that it is an they have placed their most preintegral part of their life and carious future.
Sincerely,
the best commentary of contemporary society.
James Rhodes

Campus Forum

Broadway
Starts Today
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The story of a square
who gets caught
W in a triangle!
Art students, there's an easier
way to keep your budget in balance

—

By organizing your budget with an NBofC Special Checking
can have money when you need it without
worry.Know whatyou spend and where.No minimum balance.
No service charge. Pay only a dime a check. Check today at
your nearby office.
account, you
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Students Play It SAFE in Korea
Three S.U. students

taught English this

sum-

mer in Cheju, an island 90
miles south of Korea. They
were sponsored by Student
Ambassadors in the Far
East (SAFE). The three,
chosen from 25 applicants,
were John Collins, a junior
majoring in speech and
English; Pauline LaMarche,
a senior in the School of
Education,and Pat McGinn,
a senior in nursing.
Collins, Pauline and Pat spent
four days in Seoul, the capital
of Korea, before traveling to
Cheju. "When Icould see beyond theovercrowded livingconditions, the large amount of construction work, the narrow
streets with too many taxis and
no sidewalks," Pat observed, "I

found a people who are striving
with all they've got to overcome
the effects of war and become
a modern nation."

BUT THE STUDENTS were
excited over the wild taxi rides.
"We found that our adventuresome spirit came out each time
we stepped into a taxi," said
Pauline. Pat commented that
each driver seems to think he

possesses complete right-of-way
on the streets.
When the trio arrived in Cheju, they marveled at the beauty
of its hills and fields, rock fences and greenery. Pauline and
Pat enjoyed Market Day in Hallim, 15 miles from Cheju City.
Market Day occurs every five
days so shopkeepers, farmers
and fishermen can sell their
products.
Pat noted that the people were
usually surprised when she and
Pauline could speak enough Korean to ask the price of wares.
"Then comes the argument over
the flexible price, which may
last up to ten minutes," she

said, "but usually ends with ev-

eryone happy."

Buses provide all the transportation in Hallim. A largebus,
according to Pat, has unlimited
capacity because people throng
into it regardless of the multitude of passengers. Riders on
large buses include people carrying their fruits, chickens, fish
and baskets for the market.The
small buses, called microbuses
or hapsungs, have few seats. No
one may enter a microbus after
the seats have been occupied,
Pat said.

THE PEOPLE OF Cheju also

travel many miles on foot. Pauline said that "many goods are
carried in carts, either drawn
by a horse, a bull, or a human
being.
It is very common
for a farm woman to carry extremely heavy loads strapped to
her back." She also noticed that
the people of Hallim are very
hardworking, and that no beggars or thieves live there.

...

Cheju's problems, according
include poor land, extreme seasonal weather, lack of
sufficient medical supplies and
staffing and lack of proper food.
Mt. Halla, a dead volcano in
the center of the island, covered
the land many centuries ago
wi th lava rocks. The people, unable to farm around the
rocks, use them to build homes,
fences and dykes to hold the
rain in the monsoon season of
July.
Trees are scarce in Cheju,
causing soil erosion. The summers are hot and humid; the
winters are cold and windy. All
during the year Cheju has a cold
to Pat,

wind.

"The most common diseases
worms, tuberculosis and
malnutrition," said Pat. "The
usual fertilizing practices make
worms a vicious circle and it
is estimated that 90-95 per cent
of the people have this disease."

are

THE AVERAGE family in

Hallim eats fish almost every
day, and beef or pork once a
month. The people eat rice with
a bowl of soup three times a
day and usually a vegetable

pickled in red pepper. The people are unable to preserve foods.
They have no dairy products
because the few cows that inhabit Cheju are thin.
Despite their serious living
problems, said Pat, the people
of Cheju are very joyful. "Always ready with a smile and a
good sense of humor, they are
an easy-going, yet hard-working
people," she said.
The students were impressed
with the warmth of the people
of Cheju and the eagernes of
their pupils to learn the English language.

TYPICAL KOREAN SCENES: The picture at left is of a
young Korean boy selling "ice-cakie," a treat similar to
our popsicles and popular in his native country. At top
right are two elderly women purchasing wares on market
day. At bottom right are young Korean girls playing a
game similar to our game of jacks, but theirs is played
with rocks and is more complicated.

'Moby Dick' Relived:

Asia Visited on Modern 'Pequod'

By PAT CURRAN
Ship sailing, for trans-

trucks and flat-bottomed haul-

Westerners, Germans, Mexicans, West Indians, Canadians

lead eventually back to the polluted Bay of Manila. Often people pack the sidewalk four or
five abreast for blocks.
If you are a foreigner you
must expect to be stared at and
to be gypped. Money-changers
who peddle counterfeit bills,
taxi-drivers who ignore meters
and bar-maids who double
prices prey on your wallet.
After five days of muggy
heat, the Durango left for Viet
Nam. Our destination remained
so confused that after arriving
inNhatrang, Viet Nam, the ship
had to pull out for Quinhon the
next day. It is located in central Viet Nam between Saigon
and Hue. The first night in Quinhon, everyone heard the large
guns firing and saw the white
flashes agaist the rocky black

dilapidated structures; the
streets crisscross crazily and

ship past curfew one night in a
small fishing boat only to learn

ers were loaded round the clock
for three days in Tacoma until and Americans lived together in
exploration,
portation and
the boat's five holds were filled harmony.
has occupied man for cen- to the top, including the deck.
THESE MEN, for the most
turies. My experience of The Military Sea Transportation part,
Durango's
were neither skid-road
Service
chartered
the
living on a ship for nine
run, which meant Washington, bums nor dedicatedChristians.
weeks can allow me no D.C., footed the bill for all ex- They talked of and experienced
more than to sketch the penses.
the limited joys of liquor and
sailor's lot.
While cargo was hoisted sex. Their language was coarse
The S.S. Durango Victory, a aboard, Ilearned the duties of but honest.
Once out to sea, Inoticed that
batteredfreighter, served as my a galleyman, which amounted
brief incubus of sailorhood. to K.P. Three cooks and five the days passed into a routine
Three shades of gray, a red bot- underlings prepared and served of increasing boredom and heat.
tom and a black and yellow meals. We rose at 6 a.m. and Reading, card playing or bragstack cover a hull hastily built collapsedat 7 p.m. Ithrew gar- ging whiled away the hours.
near the end of World War 11. bage over the side and on my- Each day the sun glowedbrightFor 20 years the Durango rusted self, peeled potato skin and er as the ship split the water.
in a shipyard until the need to strips of my own, scrubbed pots If a heavy wind blew at night,
haul equipment to Viet Nam and doused my face with greasy the bunk you slept on felt like a
rapid teeter-totter.
caused the government to re- water in the process.
Eighteen days after leaving
The 40-man crew on board
pair only salvageable vessels.
could have formed the real-life the U.S., the Durango arrived coast.
THE CARGO WE carried was counterpart of the "Pequod" in in Manila for a five-day stay.
A CURFEW in Quinhon operfor use by a mechanized divi- "Moby Dick." Colored and As soon as possible everyone
sion in Viet Nam. Jeeps, tanks, white, Southerners, Easterners, fled the ship and scrambled on ated after 10 p.m. The town had
shore. Manila is a city of 1.5 been cleared of guerrillas only
million people crammed into six months before we arrived,
a 15-square mile area.
and during our stay the army
clashed with the Viet Cong only
INTHE CENTRAL area new five miles outside of Quinhon.
buildings rise beside rows of Several of us returned to the
and

ENCYCLOPEDIAS
REFERENCE SETS
AT BARGAIN PRICES

RESTAURANT

THE
CHAMBER

BRITANNICAS AMERICANAS
COLLIERS GREAT BOOKS

AT FRACTION OF ORIGINAL COST

THE SHOREY BOOKSTORES
MAIN STORE— BIS 3rd AVENUE

H I& RETRIEVER ROOM
ISO! EAST MADISON STREET

subsequently that the naval
boats in the harbor had orders
to shoot anything that moved on
the water after dusk set in.
Dirt roads, populated with
women and children squatting
over open fires cooking meals,
lead into Quinhon. On the outskirts of the town, barbed wire
encloses an Army center complete with tennis court. Within
Quinhon people ride bicycle
carts up and down the streets
past small, crowded buildings
housing families as well as commercial wares. Narrow streets
filter you out of Quinhon past
the foul-smelling dumping place
for garbage.
Italked to a few people able
to speak English. They rarely
mentioned the war. If the war
was mentioned, caution and nervousness crept into people's
voices. All information about
America was welcome but the
Viet Cong seemed a taboo subject.
The Durango picked up supplies for two days in Yokohama.
Most of us also spent the two
days buying souvenirs for families and friends.
Then we headed home.

EAST 5-5774

Happy Hour
7-8
Monday Thursday
■
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SOPH CLASS PICNIC
Ljota

L^reeh j-^cirk

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9-2-11 p. m.

ONLY $2 INCLUDES:
SWIMMING-DANCING-FOOD-ICE SKATING

- 1:30 p.m. in CHIEF

MIDNIGHT LEAVE— SOPH. GIRLS (going to picnic only)
PRESALE TICKETS 11 am.

Intramural Volleyball Games
Commence All-Sports Action
Eighteen teams, two over the
16 limit, officially entered the
all-sports competition. The 18
are divided into American and
National leagues. Four games
are played in each league per
week with two teams drawing
byes.
The Crusaders charge the
Aliis at 7 p.m. tonight in the
gym in the first intramural volleyball game of the season. The
Engineers meet the ID's at 7:45
p.m. and the Action-Finders
chase the Avant-Guard at 8:30
p.m. The Nads meet the Guassians in the final game at 9: 15
p.m.
Student advisers for the year
are Tom Puz, Kent Enstead,
Bob Vick, Carroll Wheeldon, Pat
Parks, Mike Rawlins and John

McKeon.

Following is the volleyball

schedule for fall quarter.
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Tuesday, Oct. 11
7:00 p.m. His Merry Men vs.

Chamber
7:45 p.m. Monads vs. Cats
8:30 p.m. Kowabungas vs.
Suds
9: 15 p.m. Cellar Tril1 os vs.
Hardstuff
Tuesday, Oct. 18
7:00 p.m. Cats vs. Hardstuff
7:45 p.m. Chamber vs. Cellar
Trillos
8:30 p.m. Beavers vs. Kowabungas
9: 15 p.m. His Merry Men vs.

monads

Tuesday, Oct. 25
7:00 p.m. Monads vs. Beavers
7:45 p.m. Kowabungas vs.

Chamber

8:30 p.m. Cellar Trillos vs.
Cats
9: 15 p.m. Hardstuff vs. Suds
Tuesday, Nove. 1
7:00 p.m. Chamber vs Suds
7:45 p.m. Beavers vs. Hard-

stuff
8:30 p.m. His Merry Men vs.
Cellar Trillos
9:15 p.m. Monads vs. Kowa-

bungas
Tuesday, Nov. 8
7:00 p.m. Kowabungas vs. His
Merry Men
7:45 p.m. Cellar Trillos vs.
Beavers

8:30p.m. Hardstuff vs. Chamber
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9:15 p.m. Suds vs. Cats
Tuesday, Nov. 15
7:00 p.m..Beavers vs. Cats
7:45 p.m. His Merry Men vs.
Suds
8:30 p.m. Monads vs. Hardstuff
9: 15 p.m. Kowabungas vs. Cel-

lar Trillos

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tomorrow
7:00 p.m. Crusaders vs. Aliis
7:45 p.m. Engineers vs. ID'S
8:30 p.m. Action Finders vs.

-

Avant-Guard

9:15 p.m. Nads vs. Guassians
Wednesday, Oct. 12
7:00 p.m. Nads vs. Action-

Finders

7:45 p.m. Avant-Guard vs. Engineers
8:30 p.m. ID's vs. Crusaders
9:15 p.m. Alliis vs. V.C.'s
Wednesday, Oct. 19
7:30 p.m. Engineers vs. V.C.'s
7:45 p.m. Action Finders vs.

-

Aliis

8:30 p.m. Guassians vs. ID's
9:15p.m. Nads vs. AvantGuard
Wednesday, Oct. 26
7:00 p.m. Avant-Guard vs.
Guassians
7:45 p.m. ID's vs. Action-Finders
8:30 p.m. Aliis vs. Engineers
9:15 p.m. V.C.'s vs. Crusaders
Wednesday, Nov. 2 7:00 p.m. Action Finders vs.
Crusaders
7:45 p.m. Guassians vs. V.C.'s
8:30 p.m. Nads vs. Aliis
9:15 p.m. Avant-Guard vs. ID's
Wednesday, Nov. 9
7:00 p.m. ID's vs. Nads
7:45 p.m. Aliis vs. Guassians
8:30 p.m. V.C.'s vs. ActionFinders
9:15 p.m. Crusaders vs. Engineers
Wednesday, Nov. 16
7:00 p.m. Guassians vs. Engi-

neers

7:45 p.m. Nads vs. Crusaders

8:30 p.m. Avant-Guard vs.
V.C.'s
9:15 pm. ID's vs. Aliis

Sunday. Nov. 20

1:00 n.m. Aliis vs.

Avant-

Guard
1:45p.m. V.C.'s vs. Guassians
2:30 p.m. Crusaders vs. Guassians

3:15 p.m. Engineers vs. ActionFinders

Hp:*

Simpson Appraises Papooses
By TERRY ZAREMBA

S.U.s personable freshman basketball coach, Bernie Simpson, has a largescale job ahead of him.
Consider the basketball situation
at this time next year. No less

than seven of this year's varsity will have graduated.

The upcoming vacancies will
have to be filled by members
of this year's frosh team. It is
Simpson who must prepare the
Papooses for varsity play.
SIMPSON COMES to Seattle
from Laney Junior College in
Oakland, Calif. Last year Laney
had an 18-8 record.
Previous to his stint at Laney,
he coached at St. Ignatius High
School in San Francisco. There
his teams compiled a 76 win -27
loss record for a .739 win percentage.

The coach is pleased with his

prospective players. He says
that they look to be the finest

group of players he has coached.

THE LAST YEAR that S.U.
had a freshman team that compared with the raw material of
th:s year's squad was 1963-64.
That team, seven of whose
members are now varsity cagers, compiled a perfect 21-0
record.
That year, though, coach
Lionel Purcell (S.U.'s present
head coach) had two pairs of
players who had competed together in high school. Elzie
Johnson and Malkin Strong
played together at Fremont

Bernie Simpson, new frosh coach, surveys his future territory.

participating in an afternoon
scrimmage with his prospective
players.
In addition to his coaching
duties, the frosh mentor is a
physical education instructor.
He was graduated in 1959
from University of California at
Berkeley with a degree in poHOWEVER, IF enthusiasm litical science. He also has a
will do it, Simpson is equal to master's degree in administrathe task. The coach is not above tion from the same school.

High in Los Angeles, and Mike
Acres and Tom Workman prepped at Seattle's Blanchet High.
In contrast, coach Simpson's
players come from differenthigh
schools, making it that much
harder to mold them into a
functioning unit.

Sophomore Season:

Crew Association Needs Frosh
The S.U. Crew Associationhas
begun its second year of operation. According to coach Jim
Gardiner, the club has been
practicing each evening on
Green Lake for the past two
weeks.
The Seattle club, competing
against Northwest rowing powers last spring, fared well in its
initial season. This year the club
is bolstered by the return of 25
second-year men. The SUCA
also plans to buy an eight-oared
shell.
GARDINER SAID, however,
that there is a lack of freshmen
on the team. He said that experience is not necessary to join.

Members are taught the rudiments of rowing.
This year's fall program includes practices five nights a
week at Green Lake. The club
meets at the Green Lake shellhouse at 5:30 p.m. At the present time, Gardiner and his assistant Charlie Mclntyre have
the team in a rowing barge.
This enables rowers to learn the
skills needed to row in the shells.

AN ADDITION to the fall program is a regatta scheduled for
Nov. 12. This is the first fall regatta sponsored in Seattle.
Normally crew racing is a
spring sport. Possible entrants
for the meet are OSU, ÜBC, Vic-

toria College, UPS, PLU, Green
Lake Rowing Club and the Lake
Washington Rowing Club.
Also on the club's agenda is
a dance Friday. The proceeds
of the dance will go toward the
purchase of the eight oared
shell.
Interested students can contact Harry Fowler in Campion
914 or come to one of the club's
practices.

-

Golfers' Meeting
All prospective golfers,
frosh and varsity, must attend a meeting tomorrow in
P561 at 2 p.m.

Redshirt Transfers, Sophs
Re-opening To Vie for Varsity Positions

Grand
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Continuing our policy of
bringing you the finest in
motion picture entertainment.

Academy Award Winner

*in But "Nth
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HARRELUNC presents
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10-20-5 rates as low as;
over 25 $5 per month
under 25 (single)
$15 per month
under 25 (married)
$5 per month

Free instructions!

The poor boy never had it so rich!
This one you can knit yourself shows skinny ribs
and a large helping of fashion's newest
peek-a-boo rage. All it takes is
wonderfully washable, shape-keeping "Nantuk" yarn
of 100% Orion® acrylic
and you!
envelope to:
stamped,
a
self-addressed
Send
Room 1806CN, National Hand Knitting
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Yarn Association,Inc.,
15 East 26 St., New York, N. Y. 10010.
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When basketball practice begins Oct. 15 at least four players will vie against last year's
lettermen for starting positions
on the varsity.
Two members of last year's
frosh squad, Mike O'Brien and
Jerry Workman, will attempt
the step-up to varsity level.

M

133061
kS"""3""*=J

ASSU Card

Bob Burdett
EA 3-5800

O'Brien was named "most improvedplayer" for the Papooses
by Jim Hefne> . last season's
frosh coach. Workman played
strong defense in many Papoose
games.
Two junior transfers from
Pepperdine College and Ellsworth J.C. also will work out.
Dave Pinamonte had to sit out
a year to be eligible since he
transferred from a four year
college, Pepperdine. Harvey
Jackson, 6-foot-l, arrived on
campus in mid-season last year
and decided to wait until a new
season started to turn out.

Cellar
DANCING

HAPPY HOUR
1-4 FRIDAY

Liquor Board I.D.
14th Between Madison & Union

SMOKE SIGNALS
Today

Meetings
7:30 p.m., Chieftain
lounge. Member of campaign
staff for John Spellman, candidate for County Commissioner,

Y.R.s,

will speak.
A Phi O actives, 7:30 p.m., MeHugh Hall.
Gamma Sigma Phi officers, 6
p.m., McHugh Hall.
Gamma Sigma Phi general, 7
p.m., McHugh Hall.

Club Plans
Dance, Film
The International Club is sponsoring a semi-formal dance

from 8:30 p.m.-midnight Saturday in Xavier Hall. Entertainment will include a 30-minute
film on Japan.
Following the film, club mem-

bers will conduct an informal
discussion and Shelly Murcardy,

former vice president of the
Foreign Students for Understanding, will give a talk.
Members of the Cosmos Club,
U.W.s counterpart of S.U.s International Club, will attend the
social.
Anyone interested in the activities of the International Club
may attend.

Phi Chi Theta, 7 p.m., McHugh
Hall.
Colhecon, 7 p.m., Sa 17. AH
home economics majors are invited.

Reminders
Applications for the ASSU
workshop must be in by 4 p.m.
Friday.
Today is the last day to pick

up books and money from the
A Phi O book sale, 10:10 a.m.noon and 2:10-2:30 p.m. in the
Xavier basement.
Applications for the two vacant
junior Senate positions must be
made from 1-3 p.m., by today in
the ASSU first vice president's

office.
Student body cards are being
issued from 3-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday at student activities office on the second floor of
the Chieftain. Students must present their registration receipts.

CAN YOU STUDY
AT THE RATE OF

1000 WORDS PER MINUTE
Many UC law students can. More than 150 of them have completed the course
in rapid and perceptive reading given by the internationally famous Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics Institute. Some are reading faster than 1,500 words
per minute.

I FILM PRESENTATION I
(NO ADMISSION CHARGE)

TUESDAY -Oct. 4, 8 p. m., TACOMA

No Liquor Ban
For Georgetown

YWCA 401 BROADWAY

WEDNESDAY-Oct. 5, 8 p. m., EVERETT

Georgetown University, a Je-

Monte Cristo Hotel

suit college in Washington, D.C.,
famed for the training of foreign
service diplomats, lifted its traditional ban on drinking in
men's dormitories last week.
University officials described
their action as a move to develop greater responsibility among
students.
Fr. Anthony Zeits, S.J., director- of student personnel at the
university which has an enrollment of 6,700, said all malestudents would be allowed to keep
Bellarmine Hall elections will and drink both beer and hard
be from 4:30-6:30 p.m. today. liquor in their dormitory rooms.
Polling places are located on
In Washington, D.C., a pereach floor in front of the ele- son may possess beer or light
vators. The elections are being wine at the age of 18, hard
liquor at the age of 21.
run for the AWS.
juniors,
Janie Cleary and
Two
Shelby Law, are running for
president. Other candidates are
Lectors Needed
Barb Klaassen and Peggy MeeSunday Mass lectors are
han, both juniors, vice presineeded for campus Masses.
dent; Pam Drake, sophomore,
Any male student interested
and Gail Harmon, junior, secreshould contact either Brian
tary; Barb Champoux and PegNelson or Tom Hamilton of
Davies,
sophomores,
gy
both
the Christian Activities Protreasurer; Maureen Eagleson
gram (CAP) at McHugh Hall,
and Gretchen Garrison, both
campus ext. 350.
sophomores, social chairman.

THURSDAY-Oct. 6, 8 p. m., SEATTLE
Seattle Center, Olympic Room
FRIDAY-Oct. 7, 8 p. m., SEATTLE
Seattle Center, Olympic Room

8, 8 p. m., UNIVERSITY
SATURDAY-Oct.
DISTRICT, YMCA,

Elections Slated
For Bellarmine

500 3-12 Th. N.E.

"

HELP WANTED

APTS.. ROOMS

CHEERFUL GIRL, live in, close fo
campus. Room and board, $50.
Babysit four nights, light duties.
EA 4-2222.

LARGE ROOM, 923 22 E. Single or
couple. Mrs. Allen MacQuarrie,
EA 2 4117

APTS.. ROOMS

MISC

improved comprehension, greater recall.

HOW IS THIS POSSIBLE?

Eighteen years ago EvelynWood, a Utah schoolteacher,made a startling
discovery that led to the foundingof Reading Dynamics. While working
toward a master's degree,she handed a term paper to a professor and
watched him read the 80 pages at 6,000 words per minute-with outstanding recall and comprehension. Determined to find the secret behind such rapid reading, she spent the next two years tracking down
50 people who could read faster than 1,500 words per minute. She
studied their techniques, taught herself to read at these faster rates.
Now, after years of experience in public schools and universities, she
has made it possible for you to benefit from this great discovery.

THREE MEN wanted to share twobedroom apt. Prefer non-smokers,
EM 3-4496

TYPEWRITERS, Rentals. Sales, Re"- Students discount. ColumP
"ai
vi Typewriter Company, 717 East
Pike, EA 5-1053.

!

TWO NICE ROOMS for rent in private home. EA 4-6703. Within
walking distance from S.U.

WILL TUTOR French or Spanish. LA
4-1452 or LA 4-1855.
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OVER YOUR

INSTRUMENTS
* OVER AUDIENCE
NOISE

SENATOR TALMADGE

"I must say that this is on* of
the most useful education experi"nces Ihave ever had. It certainly compares favorably with the
experience I've had at Yale and
Harnrd."

"It is my opinion that il these
techniques were instituted in the
public and private schools of our
country, it would be the greatest
single step which we could take
in educational progress."

Wisconsin

Georgia

MICHAEL LEVY, Pres.
StandardSecurity Life

"My normal reined reading is
now at a rate approximately 4,000
words per minute. Even with th*
most difficult and technical reading material. Ifind that my speed
exceeds 2.500 words per minute."

,><^^x^x^ MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

I
\ I
\I
\

Your microphone is your link
with your audience. Choose
it with care. Shure Unidyne
microphones project ycur
youi

vmr^mmm

SENATOR PROXMIRE

Conventional rapid reading courses aspire to 450-600 words per minute. Most Reading Dynamics graduates can read between 1,500 and
3,000 words per minute, and many go even higher.

3fl
W^k
instruments,
voice ovei
j^^tfl kPH
and over audience noise . . .
[
MBU
YOU WILL BE HEARD. They
{■
IV BUHiW
are used by manV of the
>JB
■,■
KWfl
AH
world's most famous Rock 'n
"*^H
II B*n^^^k^|
Roll and Country 'n Western
groups.
BB
Shure Unidyne
K9
HI
microphones
help put your
l/Iy'B
'
\V
act across. Write: Shure
V H^F^
\Wr
mi'~h *
Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey
% I*""*""*./ if?I I
M 7****S2m\\ I
L \ WiM Aye., Evanston, 111. 60204.
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OVER 200,000 GRADUATES
OVER 1000 LOCAL STUDENTS
past
Over the
eleven years more than 200,000 graduates have been
convinced that Reading Dynamics is a proven method. About Reading
Dynamics' impact on our nation's legislators, Time Magazine said
"Washington has seen nothinglike it since the days when Teddy Roosevelt read three books a day and ran the country at the same time."

-

'■

You will see a Reading Dynamic's graduate read over 10,000 wpm.
from a book he has never seen before and then tell in detail what
he has read.

" You will see actual interviews with Washington Congressmen
who havetaken the course.
" You will learn how we can help you to faster reading,

[CLASSIFIED

W

Wednesday, October 5, 1966

THE SPECTATOR

8

PROFESSIONAL ENTERTAINER
microphones

\II

We guaranteeto increase the reading efficiency of eachstudent AT LEAST 3 times
with good comprehension. We will refund the entire tuition to any student who,
after completing minimum class and study requirements, does not at least
triple his reading efficiency as measured by our beginning and ending tests.

NOW REGISTERING FOR FALL CLASSES IN
TACOMA, SEATTLE, EVERETT
For Information & Class Schedule Write, or Call MA 3-1563

EVELYN WOOD

READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
—
Suite 504 Fourth & Pike Building

Seattle
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